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SolutreanProponents of a Solutrean colonization of the New World, and a pre-LGM occupation of North America's Mid-
Atlantic region, cite as evidence a bifacially ﬂaked, bi-pointed stone blade allegedly dredged from the continental
shelf by the crew of the vessel Cinmar, along with portions of a mastodon skeleton later directly dated to
22,760 ± 90 RCYBP. However, our investigations into the discovery found several signiﬁcant inconsistencies
with respect to what is currently reported in the literature and raise serious questions that must be addressed
before the Cinmar artifact can be considered evidence of anything pertinent to archaeology. In this article we
present evidence and questions regarding the history of the Cinmar discovery, the location of the Cinmar
discovery site, and the nature of the Cinmar vessel itself.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Several researchers have, over the past two decades, proposed a
pre-Late Glacial Maximum (LGM) occupation of North America's
Mid-Atlantic region by Solutrean foragers from Europe (Bradley
and Stanford, 2004, 2006; Collins et al., 2013; Lowery, 2009;
Oppenheimer et al., 2014; Stanford and Bradley 2000, 2002, 2012,
2014; Stanford et al., 2014; Stanford and Stenger, 2014). We and
others have countered on various grounds that there is no evidence
for this controversial proposal and substantial evidence against it
(Boulanger and Eren, 2015; Dulik et al., 2012; Eren et al., 2013,
2014; Eriksson et al., 2012; Goebel et al., 2008; Kashani et al., 2012;
Meltzer, 2009; O'Brien et al., 2014a, 2014b; O'Rourke and Raff,
2010; Philips, 2014; Raghavan et al., 2014; Raff and Bolnick, 2014;
Rasmussen et al., 2014; Straus, 2000; Straus et al., 2005; Westley
and Dix, 2008). Proponents continue to cite as evidence a bifacially
ﬂaked, bi-pointed stone blade allegedly dredged from thepology, University of Missouri,
seum of Natural History, United
boratory, University ofMissouri,
opology, University ofMissouri,
), boulangerm@missouri.edu
d. This is an open access article undercontinental shelf by the crew of the vessel Cinmar, along with por-
tions of a mastodon skeleton later directly dated to 22,760 ± 90
RCYBP (UCIAMS-53545) (Lowery, 2009; Stanford et al., 2014). As
we have discussed elsewhere (O'Brien et al., 2014a,b), this date is
ca. 2000 calendar years earlier than the earliest appearance of Solu-
trean culture anywhere in Europe.
Having graced the covers of two books (Stanford and Bradley,
2012; Stanford and Stenger 2014), the Cinmar stone blade has been
offered as signiﬁcant evidence in support of the Solutrean hypothesis
because it “resemble[s] Solutrean laurel-leaf artifacts of Southwest-
ern Europe” (Collins et al., 2013: 526; also Stanford et al., 2014; but
see Boulanger and Eren, 2015). Despite these superﬁcial similarities,
or perhaps because of them, Stanford et al. (2014) state that “the
question of whether or not the biface was associated with the masto-
don remains is critically important for an accurate interpretation.”
We agree, which is why we were surprised to ﬁnd several signiﬁcant
inconsistencies with respect to the history of the Cinmar discovery.
We believe that they raise serious questions that must be addressed
before the Cinmar artifact can be considered evidence of anything
pertinent to archaeology.
2. The reported story and initial minor inconsistencies
There are no ﬁrst-hand accounts of the recovery of the Cinmar biface
and the supposedly associated mastodon remains, and all published
accounts come from proponents of the Solutrean hypothesis. The ﬁrstthe CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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dissertation and is based on information that Lowery obtained during
a telephone interview with the Cinmar captain, Charles Thurston
Shawn, on August 7, 2008. Lowery conducted this interview roughly
fourmonths after having ﬁrst observed the Cinmar biface andmastodon
remains in the Gwynn's Island Museum on Virginia's Middle Peninsula.
According to Lowery's account, Captain Shawn and the crew of the scal-
lop trawler Cinmarwere working “approximately 40 nautical miles” (ca.
74 km) east of the Virginia Capes and were dredging at a depth of
70–74 m (Lowery, 2009: 190). Shawn “conﬁrmed that the items were
discovered in 1970” and indicated to Lowery that he “took particular
note of the water depth” and “plotted the area on his navigation charts”
(Lowery, 2009: 190). The only information Lowery provided about the
exact circumstances of the discovery is that the biface and the mastodon
remains were “discovered at the same time” (Lowery, 2009: 190). He
does not indicate how these materials came to be in the museum.
Stanford and Bradley (2012) provide a second account of the
recovery, largely reiterating Lowery's account. They add that “[a] label
in the [museum] exhibit indicated that in 1970 the crew of the vessel
Cinmar” encountered the biface and mastodon remains while dredging
100 km east of the Virginia Capes, and that Lowery's later interview
with Shawn allowed him to determine that the discovery had been
made at a depth of “approximately 75m” (p. 100). It is unclearwhether
Lowery determined this depth or whether Shawn speciﬁed it. As with
Lowery's accounting, no speciﬁc information is provided concerning
the recovery of these items, and no indication is given as to how they
arrived at the Gwynn's Island Museum.
Stanford et al. (2014) provide a third accounting of the recovery of the
biface and mastodon remains. In this account, the Cinmar is reported to
have been dredging 100 km east of the Virginia Capes “at a depth of
70m” (p. 74). They state that the likelihood is slim that themastodon re-
mains and the artifact became comingled from two different contexts by
the dredge because the Cinmar “had just begun a transect” when “the
stress caused by the weight of a mastodon skull and associated tusks
caused the transect run to be terminated and the dredge pulled and
cleaned” (p. 87). There is no indication provided as to the source of this
information. Critically, Stanford et al. state that the artifacts “have been
on exhibit since 1974” (p. 75). Later theywrite, “It is important to remem-
ber that both the mastodon remains and the biface had also been on
display since 1976 with a label outlining the circumstances of their dis-
covery” (p. 88). We'll show the importance of these statements below.
In each of these accounts, Captain Shawn is said to have takennote of
thewater depth and location of the encounter. The remainswere divid-
ed among the Cinmar's crew, and Shawn retained for himself a tusk
section, a complete tooth, and the biface (Lowery, 2009: 190–191;
Stanford et al., 2014: 75). Here, however, the three stories diverge
and, in at least some of the details, become contradictory. Neither
Lowery (2009) nor Stanford and Bradley (2012) indicate how Shawn's
artifact and themastodon remains came to be on display at the Gwynn's
Island Museum. Shawn is said to have had little interest in artifacts or
fossils. Stanford et al. (2014) report that at some point Shawn sold the
specimens to Dean Parker, an artifact collector living in the area. The
sale of the artifacts by Shawn to Parker is not mentioned by either
Lowery (2009) or Stanford and Bradley (2012). Parker's involvement
in the story seems pertinent to us, both because he was the individual
who loaned the items to the Gwynn's Island Museum, where Lowery
observed them in spring 2008 (Lowery, 2009: 187; Stanford and
Bradley, 2012: 100; Stanford et al., 2014: 75), and because he was an
artifact collector. Thus, the omission of anymention of Parker's involve-
ment in earlier accounts of the Cinmar ﬁnds seems odd.
Jeanne Tanner, director of the Gwynn's Island Museum, provides a
fourth accounting of the Cinmar discoveries in an on-line interview
available on YouTube (PalisadesPrehistory, 2013). To the best of our
knowledge, this is the only account of the materials that is publicly
available and not given directly by advocates of the Solutrean hypothe-
sis. In it, Tanner notes that Captain Shawn retained the Cinmar ﬁnds for“several years” after their discovery around 1972. The ﬁnds were then
sold to “a local Mathews County [Virginia] man,” a reference to Parker,
who kept the ﬁnds “for a while.” Parker loaned the artifacts to the
museum, where they stayed for “about another ﬁve or six years” before
being observed by Lowery. The timeline reconstructed from Tanner's
account directly contradicts that given by Stanford et al. (2014). We
also note that Tanner speciﬁcally mentions that Lowery and Stanford
came to themuseum oneweek after Lowery ﬁrst observed the artifacts.
According to her account, this visit concludedwith Lowery and Stanford
requesting permission from the owner for them to take the materials
with them, and that “the owner had no problems with that.” Thus,
according to Tanner's account, both Lowery and Stanford were aware
of Parker's involvement with and ownership of the artifacts before any
information about the Cinmarmaterials had been written.
3. Questions
3.1. Question 1: what is the actual history of the ﬁnd?
In our minds, the ﬁrst question that must be addressed is: When
were the biface and mastodon remains found, and when were they
actually loaned to the Gwynn's Island Museum? Lowery's initial
reporting of these materials states that the ship's captain “conﬁrmed
that the items were discovered in 1970” (Lowery, 2009: 190). Stanford,
in his October 8, 2008 address to the Nobel Conference 44 at Gustavus
Adolphus College, also gives 1970 as the date of the ﬁnd (Gustavus
Adolphus College, 2012). Stanford and Bradley (2012: 100) indicate
that a label in the museum indicates that the materials were found in
1970. Stanford et al. (2014: 75), however, state that the materials
were dredged in 1974. Though this may appear to some readers to be
minor quibbling, we stress that there are clearly differing accounts
here that are neither reconciled nor even acknowledged by the authors.
Either the label in the museum and Captain Shawn's memory are
precise or they are not.
Given Tanner's recounting, we suspect that the Cinmar materials
could not have been on display since either 1974 (Stanford et al.,
2014: 75) or 1976 (Stanford et al., 2014: 88). This supposition is validat-
ed by the following facts: The Gwynn's IslandMuseumwas not founded
until 1991 (Gywnn’s Island Museum, n.d.-a; McCloud, 1991); it did not
occupy its present space until 1995 (Marble, 1995); and the second
ﬂoor—where Tanner recalls havingplaced the point and the tooth short-
ly after Parker brought them to the museum—was not renovated and
usable until 1997 (Lewis, 2007). Indeed, the Gwynn's Island Museum's
own Web site states that the Cinmar materials (the biface, the tooth,
and a section of tusk) were purchased by Parker and loaned to the
museum in 2002 (Gwynn’s Island Museum, n.d.-b). How, then, could
the Cinmar ﬁnds have been on display since either 1974 or 1976, as
stated by Stanford et al. (2014)? Simply put, they could not have been.
Tanner's account, local newspaper articles of the time, and the
Gwynn's IslandMuseum's ownWeb site clearly indicate that the Cinmar
ﬁnds were donated at least three years after the trans-Atlantic pre-LGM
Solutrean crossing was proposed (Preston, 1997; Stanford, 1999;
Stanford and Bradley, 2000), despite claims to the contrary (Stanford
et al., 2014). Further, if the artifacts were not donated until 2002, it
begs the question of who wrote the museum's label outlining the
circumstances of the discovery, when the label was written, and how
that person got the information outlining the circumstances of the
discovery.
3.2. Question 2: how do pre-LGM advocates know where the Cinmar
discovery site is located?
Stanford and Bradley (2012) and Stanford et al. (2014) provide
detailed information on the underwater location of the Cinmar ﬁnds.
However, as discussed above, both sources state that the vessel was
working 100 km east of the Virginia Capes, whereas Lowery (2009) as
Fig. 1.Kernel-density estimates of dimensions and engine horsepower for wooden-hulled ﬁshing vesselswith construction dates since 1960 and operating in theMid-Atlanticﬁshery. Red
vertical line represents the Cinmar.
Data from the U.S. Coast Guard (2014).
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(2014) depict the Cinmar site as less than 40 nautical miles (≈74 km)
from the Virginia Capes. These maps depict the Cinmar “site” as a
point location, implying a high degree of accuracy and precision in the
site's location. The ambiguity in both location (74–100 km) and
bathymetry (70–75 m) are not acknowledged, despite the fact that
this ambiguity would result in a substantially larger area within which
the ﬁnd spot could be located.
Previous discussions of the Cinmar discoveries, including
Lowery's (2009) dissertation, Stanford's 2008 address at the Nobel
Conference (Gustavus Adolphus College, 2012), and a display poster
at the Gwynn's Island Museum (attributed to Stanford) entitled “The
Cinmar Discovery; Evidence for Ice Age Occupation of the Middle
Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf,” have all included the same image
of a modern steel-hulled scallop dredger as an example of “a typical
commercial ﬁsheries shellﬁsh dredge” (Lowery, 2009: 218). Else-
where, we expressed concerns regarding the association of the arti-
fact and mastodon remains, particularly given the scale of scallop-
dredging equipment and activities (O'Brien et al., 2014a). Citing a
technical report published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) (Stevenson et al., 2004), we noted that the
primary scalloping gear in the Mid-Atlantic ﬁshery is the New
Bedford scallop dredge, which is typically 4.3 m wide, often used in
tandem, and dragged for distances up to ca. 10 km. In their rebuttal
to this point, Stanford and Bradley (2014: 618) state that “the Cinmar
was a wooden dredger built in the 1950s … It was smaller than
modern dredgers and operated with a single winch anchored to a
wooden deck [and] it would not have pulled heavy loads or dredged
distances [such as those] indicated.”Wewere surprised that (1) such
information had not previously been offered regarding the supposed
small scale of the boat and the dredging operations and (2) that no
sources were referenced for this information. We return to the
description of the Cinmar below, but for the moment we focus on
the available information concerning the speciﬁc location from
which the materials were supposedly dredged.The only way to determine both the location of the Cinmar site and
whether the biface was originally associated with the mastodon is to
ﬁnd Shawn's original navigational charts and see exactly what notes
were written on them. Lowery (2009: 190) states that Shawn “took
particular note of the water depth and indicated [in a telephone
interview] that he had plotted the area on his navigation charts.”
Lowery, however, does not indicate that he ever observed those
charts. Stanford et al. (2014: 74) state, “Shawn carefully plotted the
water depth and the exact location of the ﬁnd on his navigation charts
and noted that all of these items were dredged at the same time.”
The increase in speciﬁcity and detail in Stanford et al.'s account,
i.e., “carefully” plotting the “exact” location and depth, suggests that
the navigation charts exist and can be used to pinpoint the recovery
locality. Yet, Stanford et al. do not state that the charts themselves
were observed, and we are not aware of any sources in which these
maps have been reproduced or of any statement that they have actually
been examined.
We contacted several institutions and agencies, including Calvert
Marine Museum, Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum, Coast Guard
Sector Hampton Roads, Ferdinand Hamburger Archives (Milton S.
Eisenhower Library, Johns Hopkins University), Hampton Roads Naval
Museum, The Mariners' Museum and Park, the National Vessel Docu-
mentation Center, the Port of Virginia, the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science, and the USCG Navigation Center & Historian's Ofﬁce, but none
knows where the Cinmar's charts might be found, or whether they
even exist. Our point here is that if Stanford and colleagues are not in
possession of the original navigational charts maintained by Captain
Shawn, then it doesn't matter what was written on them or how care-
fully the “exact” locationwas recorded; the only “data” or “information”
available to locate the ﬁnd spot comes from what was said during
Lowery's telephone interview with Captain Shawn.
That interview, on August 7, 2008 (Lowery, 2009), occurred 30 days
prior to Shawn's death, on September 7 (Daily Press [Newport News,
Virginia], 2008). Pre-LGM advocates have stated that Captain
Shawn provided “data” (Lowery, 2009: 213) and “bathometric [sic]
Fig. 2. Photograph of the Cin-Mar under construction by J.E. Jordan of Gloucester, Virginia,
in 1963. Image provided by Julie Hendrick of Jordan Marine Service of Gloucester Point,
Virginia. Arrow points to an adult man standing next to the boat for scale.
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determined” the site's location,which suggests that speciﬁc coordinates
were not given. This is not surprising, given that the ﬁnds were made
prior to commercial availability of global positioning satellite units and
that Lowery's interview was made nearly 40 years after the fact. Yet,
in a 2014 lecture (City of Fort Collins, 2014) Stanford states that Captain
Shawn “had a LORANS [sic] reading” (the correct spelling is LORAN) on
the location of the mastodon site.1 Given that Captain Shawn died
30 days after his telephone interview with Lowery, thus preventing
any follow-up interview, and that all previous descriptions of the infor-
mation conveyed during this interview mention only bathymetric
depths and approximate distance from shore, we question how such
information could have been obtained and never previouslymentioned.
What data or information did Shawn provide in the telephone inter-
view? How did he know this information, where is it located, and is it
publically veriﬁable?
Interestingly, in the same lecture Stanford explained that trawler
captains kept “hang logs,” in which they would record LORAN readings
when they hit hangs and obstructions. The locational data would then
be “passed on to the harbor master” so that other trawlers could avoid
the problem areas. We decided to see if Captain Shawn might have
passed along any information about the mastodon remains. In 1983
the University of North Carolina compiled a revised list of reported
hangs and obstructions, together with LORAN A readings, that was
ﬁrst published in 1975 (McGee and Tillett, 1983). That ﬁrst publication
consisted of “hangs located mainly off Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia,” with the revision including “hangs recorded
along the entire Atlantic Coast of the United States” (McGee and
Tillett, 1983: i). On page 47 (of 193) is a notation “‘Cimmar’ hung
upon anchor & barge.” If that is a misspelling of "Cinmar,” then the
only Cinmar hang that we can ﬁnd that was ever reported to a harbor
master was that resulting from a sunken barge, not from mastodon
remains.
3.3. Question 3: which vessel is the real Cinmar?
Stanford and Bradley (2014) provide a black-and-white photo-
graph of a boat purported to be the Cinmar and a general descrip-
tion of the vessel, indicating that it was small relative to modern
dredgers. They give no indication as to the source of the photo-
graph or of the information concerning the size of the Cinmar. We
contacted Stanford and Bradley for the source of the image, but in
response to our inquiries we were informed that it belongs to an
unnamed “private party” that gave them “one-time permission
for use”. The claim of “one-time permission for use” seems odd
given that Stanford, via an assistant, gave Tia Ghose (2014) permis-
sion to re-publish the image on a science news website (Ghose,
personal communication). On this site, the image is credited to
Stanford and to Captain Shawn; however, as stated above, Shawn
died 30 days after having been interviewed, and none of the
accounts of the Cinmar discovery indicate that he was ever met
with in person. Furthermore, Stanford used the image again in a re-
cent public lecture that was video recorded and that is freely avail-
able online (City of Fort Collins, 2014). Thus, we performed our
own investigation of the Cinmar and its size relative to other ves-
sels operating in the Mid-Atlantic ﬁshery.
The Cinmar was constructed by J. E. Jordan of Gloucester Point,
Virginia, in 1963—not the 1950s as indicated by Stanford and Bradley
(2014). The boat was originally constructed for Liston K. Shackelford
Jr., the “Scallop King” of Gloucester Point (Daily Press [Newport News,
Virginia], 2006). Named for his children, Cindy and Mark, the boat was1 LORAN, an acronym for “long-range navigation,” was a system of hyperbolic radio
navigation developed duringWorldWar II. It was commonly used for commercial naviga-
tion between the 1950s and 1980s. The United States' LORAN system was terminated on
Feb. 8, 2010.considered the largest vessel constructed and launched in Gloucester
County (Daily Press [Newport News, Virginia], 2006). It is important
to note that the correct spelling of the vessel is “Cin-Mar,” although in
the archaeological literature and some online databases the hyphen is
omitted. The Cinmar ﬁrst appears in the 1965 Merchant Vessels of the
United States (Including Yachts) with the ofﬁcial registration number
293421 (U.S. Treasury Department, 1965). The vessel is listed as having
a gross tonnage of 116 tons, a net tonnage of 79 tons, a registered length
of 74.3 ft, a breadth of 20.4 ft, a depth of 11.5 ft, and an engine capacity of
457hp. Elsewhere, theCinmar is described as having anoverall length of
82 ft (e.g., Daily Press [Newport News, Virginia], 2006, 2008). The
Cinmar can be traced both by its name and by its registration number
through the annual merchant vessel registries of the 1960s and 1970s,
and these dimensions remain constant. The homeport of the Cinmar is
listed as Newport News, Virginia, and the owner of the vessel is listed
as Cinmar of Gloucester, Inc., a company afﬁliated with S & S Seafood,
owned and operated by Liston Shackelford. No other vessels named
Cinmar are listed in the registry throughout this time. Thus, there was
only one boat operating by this name, in this location, during this time
period. The boat was sold in 1979 or early 1980, renamed the Misty
Cape, and captained by Stanley Bayley. In mid-May 1980 the boat was
severely damaged when it was hit by an oil tanker roughly 22 mi
south of Shinnecock, New York (Pollack, 1980). It sank in roughly ﬁve
minutes (Lewiston Daily Sun, 1980a,b).
Comparison of the Cinmar's dimensions to all wooden-hulled ﬁshing
vessels built since 1960 andwith home ports in theMid-Atlantic ﬁshery
(as listed by the U.S. Coast Guard, 2014) indicates that it was one of the
largest vessels operating in the region—even in comparison to modern
wooden-hulled vessels—and that it was well above average in terms
of engine power (Fig. 1). These dimensions and comparisons clearly
contradict Stanford and Bradley's (2014) assertion that the Cinmar
was smaller thanmodern dredgers and that it wasnot capable of pulling
heavy loads or of dredging long distances.
Fig. 3. Photograph of the Cin-Mar fully constructed and docked. Digital image by April
Bayley; original in possession of Stanley Bayley, captain of the boat when it sank. Note
that the plaque afﬁxed to the photograph identiﬁes the boat as ﬁshing vessel (FV) Cin-
Mar of Gloucester Point, Virginia. Although the vessel was ofﬁcially renamed The Misty
Cape, the vessel sank before the name was applied to the hull. The arrow pointing to the
stern indicates that the Cin-Mar in Bayley's photograph has a transom(or possibly a turtle-
back) that extends upwards above the side rails of the boat. The transom of the boat
shown by Stanford and Bradley does not extend above the side rails (compare with
Stanford and Bradley (2014: 619), Fig. 2).
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the Cinmar under construction, “illustrating its small size relative to
modern scallop vessels.” The small size of the vessel in this image
contradicts the registered dimensions of the Cinmar, its relative
size to all other registered wooden-hulled ﬁshing vessels as indicat-
ed by our statistical analysis (Fig. 1), as well as its historical descrip-
tion as the “largest boat built and launched in Gloucester County”
(Daily Press [Newport News, Virginia], 2006). We thus obtained
images of the Cinmar from its builder, J. E. Jordan of Gloucester, as
well as from Captain Bayley (Figs. 2–3). Our images question wheth-
er the vessel shown in the image provided by Stanford and Bradley is
Captain Shawn's Cinmar. Beyond the obvious differences in color and
shape, and the fact that the vessel depicted in our images matches
the size of Captain Shawn's Cinmar, the reader should note that
“Cinmar” is spelled correctly, i.e., “Cin-Mar,” on the hull of the boat
in the image provided by Captain Bayley.
As noted above, no other vessel bearing this name is listed as operat-
ing as a merchant (ﬁshing) vessel or private yacht in the U.S. Bureau of
Customs registries between the 1965 and 1980. Our research did,
however, identify two other vessels with the name “Cinmar.” One is an
industrial vessel operating out of Seldovia, Alaska. The other is the Cin
Mar II, constructed in 1980 and later renamed the Capt. Fella. Both
boats have steel hulls and can easily be distinguished from both the
original Cinmar and the vessel depicted by Stanford and Bradley
(2014). We thus do not know from where or by what means Stanford
and Bradley acquired a picture of a small vessel with the name “Cinmar”
on its hull, but we question whether the vessel in the picture they
provide is the same as that which was registered as a ﬁshing vessel
operating out of Virginia in the 1960s and 1970s, that was captained
by Charles Thurston Shawn, and that allegedly dredged up the masto-
don remains and biface.4. Conclusions
Until clearly and reliably addressed, the gravity of the discrepancies
and factual inaccuracies presented above indicates that there is no
evidence that the stone blade and themastodon remains were associat-
ed or where exactly either was originally discovered. Going further,
given the reported inconsistencies in the blade's history, there is no
conﬁrmable evidence currently available that demonstrates that it was
even dredged up by the Cinmar. Thus, even in the event that the same,
original underwater mastodon site is eventually empirically proven to
be re-located at some point in the future, this re-discovery would not
provide context for, or validate, the stone blade's association with it.Acknowledgments
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